30 of the Best Travel Movies to Watch When You're
in a Wanderlust Mood
A checklist of thirty of the best wanderlust movies to watch when you are in the travel
mood. Cozy up and wanderlust away with a great travel adventure movie.

1

Two For the Road (1967)

2

Architect Mark Wallace (Albert Finney) and his wife, Joanna
(Audrey Hepburn), travel to France to meet with an affluent
client (Claude Dauphin). While there, they reflect on their first
decade of marriage -- memories of when they first met, of
courtship and of road trips through the French countryside. As
flirtation and playful quarreling turn to boredom with the banality 3
of married life, the Wallaces struggle to rekindle their passion,
while mutual infidelity threatens to tear them apart.

4

Romancing the Stone (1984)

5

A dowdy romantic-adventure writer is hurled into a real-life
adventure in the Colombian jungle in order to save her sister,
who will be killed if a treasure map is not delivered to her
captors. She is helped out by a brash mercenary, and together
they search for the priceless gem located in the map.

6

National Lampoon's European Vacation (1985)

The Talented Mr. Ripley (1999)
To be young and carefree amid the blue waters and idyllic
landscape of sun-drenched Italy in the late 1950s; that's la dolce

In December 1935, when his train is stopped by deep snow,
detective Hercule Poirot is called on to solve a murder that
occurred in his car the night before.

National Lampoon’s Vacation (1983)
National Lampoon's Vacation film series is a comedy film series
initially based on John Hughes' short story "Vacation '58" that
was originally published by National Lampoon magazine.

Out of Africa (1985)
Initially set on being a dairy farmer, the aristocratic Karen Blixen
(Meryl Streep) travels to Africa to join her husband, Bror (Klaus
Maria Brandauer), who instead spends their money on a coffee
plantation. After discovering Bror is unfaithful, Karen develops
feelings for hunter Denys (Robert Redford), but realizes he
prefers a simplistic lifestyle compared to her upper class
background. The two continue on until a series of events force
Karen to choose between her love and personal growth.

7

After winning a European vacation on a game show, Clark
Griswold (Chevy Chase) convinces his reluctant family to
accompany him. His wife, Ellen (Beverly D'Angelo), is excited, but
daughter Audrey (Dana Hill) is reluctant to leave her boyfriend
behind, while teen son Rusty (Jason Lively) dreams of meeting
girls. After arriving in London, the clan encounters one disaster
after another as they travel through France, Germany and Italy,
while Clark's attempts to cheer everyone up make things worse.

8

Murder on the Orient Express (1974)

French Kiss (1995)
When Kate (Meg Ryan) learns that her fiance, Charlie (Timothy
Hutton), has become smitten with a young Parisian woman, she
boards a plane for France. She is seated next to Luc (Kevin
Kline), a small-time crook who uses her to smuggle a stolen
necklace, leading Luc to the hotel where she's staying to
confront Charlie. As Kate and Luc get to know each other, their
sarcastic rapport grows warmer, and Kate must decide where
her heart truly lies as Charlie tries to win her back.

9

The Beach (2000)
The desire to find something real -- to connect with something
or someone -- is what drives Richard (Leonardo DiCaprio), a

vita Tom Ripley (Matt Damon) craves- and Dickie Greenleaf
(Jude Law) leads. When Dickie's father asks Tom to bring his
errant playboy son back home to America, Dickie and
his beautiful expatriate girlfriend, Marge Sherwood (Gwyneth
Paltrow), never suspect the dangerous extremes to which Ripley
will go to make their lifestyle his own.

young American backpacker who arrives in Thailand with
adventure on his mind. Etienne (Guillaume Canet) and Francoise
(Virginie Ledoyen) join him on an adventure to "The Beach," a
mystical paradise. However, this paradise is less than perfect.

10 Amélie (2001)
"Amélie" is a fanciful comedy about a young woman who
discretely orchestrates the lives of the people around her,
creating a world exclusively of her own making. Shot in over 80
Parisian locations, acclaimed director Jean-Pierre Jeunet
("Delicatessen"; "The City of Lost Children") invokes his
incomparable visionary style to capture the exquisite charm and
mystery of modern-day Paris through the eyes of a beautiful
ingenue.

11 Under The Tuscan Sun (2003)

12 Lost in Translation (2003)

When Frances Mayes (Diane Lane) learns her husband is
cheating on her from a writer whom she gave a bad review, her
life is turned upside down. In an attempt to bring her out of a
deep depression, her best friend, Patti (Sandra Oh), encourages
Frances to take a tour of Italy. During the trip, the new divorcée
impulsively decides to purchase a rural Tuscan villa and
struggles to start her life anew amid colorful local characters,
including the handsome Marcello (Raoul Bova).

13 Eurotrip (2004)

A lonely, aging movie star named Bob Harris (Bill Murray) and a
conflicted newlywed, Charlotte (Scarlett Johansson), meet in
Tokyo. Bob is there to film a Japanese whiskey commercial;
Charlotte is accompanying her celebrity-photographer husband.
Strangers in a foreign land, the two find escape, distraction and
understanding amidst the bright Tokyo lights after a chance
meeting in the quiet lull of the hotel bar. They form a bond that is
as unlikely as it is heartfelt and meaningful.

14 Sideways (2004)

After a brutal breakup at a high-school graduation party, lovelorn
Ohio teen Scott Thomas (Scott Mechlowicz) goes on a quest
across Europe to find his sexy German pen pal, Mieke (Jessica
Boehrs). Joining him are his brainless buddy (Jacob Pitts) and a
pair of twins (Travis Wester, Michelle Trachtenberg) they meet
up with in Paris. Scott's quest does not turn out to be easy,
however, and the backpackers become embroiled in many
farcical situations as they hop from country to country.

15 A Good Year (2006)

Struggling writer and wine enthusiast Miles (Paul Giamatti) takes
his engaged friend, Jack (Thomas Haden Church), on a trip to
wine country for a last single-guy bonding experience. While
Miles wants to relax and enjoy the wine, Jack is in search of a
fling before his wedding. Soon Jack is sleeping with Stephanie
(Sandra Oh), while her friend Maya (Virginia Madsen) connects
with Miles. When Miles lets slip that Jack is getting married, both
women are furious, sending the trip into disarray.

16 Into The Wild (2007)

Failed London banker Max Skinner (Russell Crowe) inherits his
uncle's (Albert Finney) vineyard in Provence, where he spent
many childhood holidays. Upon his arrival, he meets a woman
from California who tells Max she is his long-lost cousin and that
the property is hers.

17 The Bucket List (2007)

Christopher McCandless (Emile Hirsch), son of wealthy parents
(Marcia Gay Harden, William Hurt), graduates from Emory
University as a top student and athlete. However, instead of
embarking on a prestigious and profitable career, he chooses to
give his savings to charity, rid himself of his possessions, and
set out on a journey to the Alaskan wilderness.

18 The Darjeeling Limited (2007)

Billionaire Edward Cole (Jack Nicholson) and car mechanic
Carter Chambers (Morgan Freeman) are complete strangers,
until fate lands them in the same hospital room. The men find
they have two things in common: a need to come to terms with
who they are and what they have done with their lives, and a
desire to complete a list of things they want to see and do before
they die. Against their doctor's advice, the men leave the hospital
and set out on the adventure of a lifetime.

19 A Map for Saturday (2007)

Estranged brothers Francis (Owen Wilson), Peter (Adrien Brody)
and Jack (Jason Schwartzman) reunite for a train trip across
India. The siblings have not spoken in over a year, ever since
their father passed away. Francis is recovering from a
motorcycle accident, Peter cannot cope with his wife's
pregnancy, and Jack cannot get over his ex-lover. The brothers
fall into old patterns of behavior as Francis reveals the real
reason for the reunion: to visit their mother in a Himalayan
convent.

20 Vicky Cristina Barcelona (2008)

Filmmaker Brook Silva-Braga documents his solo travels around
the world.

21 Away We Go (2009)

Americans Vicky (Rebecca Hall) and Cristina (Scarlett
Johansson) arrive in Spain for a summer vacation at a friend's
(Patricia Clarkson) Barcelona home. Visiting an art gallery, they
meet seductive painter Juan Antonio (Javier Bardem), who
invites them for a weekend of food, art and sex. Sparks really
ignite when his fiery former lover (Penélope Cruz) arrives on the
scene, making for a very crowded house.

22 The Way (2010)

As they await the birth of their baby, a couple (John Krasinski,
Maya Rudolph) travel across America in search of the perfect
place to raise their family. During their journey, they share
assorted misadventures and reconnect with old friends and
relatives. The experiences and people they encounter help them
define the word home on their own terms, possibly for the first
time in their lives.
23

An American father travels to France to retrieve the body of his
estranged son, who died while attempting the pilgrimage to
Spain's Santiago de Compostela. He resolves to take the journey
himself, in an effort to understand both himself and his son.

Letters to Juliet (2010)
While visiting Verona, Italy, with her busy fiance, a young woman

named Sophie (Amanda Seyfried) visits a wall where the
heartbroken leave notes to Shakespeare's tragic heroine, Juliet
Capulet. Finding one such letter from 1957, Sophie decides to
write to its now elderly author, Claire (Vanessa Redgrave).
Inspired by Sophie's actions, Claire sets out to find her long-lost
lover, accompanied by her disapproving grandson (Christopher
Egan) and Sophie.

24 Midnight in Paris (2011)
Gil Pender (Owen Wilson) is a screenwriter and aspiring novelist.
Vacationing in Paris with his fiancee (Rachel McAdams), he has
taken to touring the city alone. On one such late-night excursion,
Gil encounters a group of strange -- yet familiar -- revelers, who
sweep him along, apparently back in time, for a night with some
of the Jazz Age's icons of art and literature. The more time Gil
spends with these cultural heroes of the past, the more
dissatisfied he becomes with the present.

26 The Secret Life of Walter Mitty (2013)
Walter Mitty (Ben Stiller), an employee at Life magazine, spends
day after monotonous day developing photos for the publication.
To escape the tedium, Walter inhabits a world of exciting
daydreams in which he is the undeniable hero. Walter fancies a
fellow employee named Cheryl (Kristen Wiig) and would love to
date her, but he feels unworthy. However, he gets a chance to
have a real adventure when Life's new owners send him on a
mission to obtain the perfect photo for the final print issue.

28 The Hundred-Foot Journey (2014)
Hassan Kadam (Manish Dayal) is an extraordinarily talented and
largely self-taught culinary novice. When he and his family are
displaced from their native India and settle in a quaint French
village, they decide to open an Indian eatery. However, Madame
Mallory (Helen Mirren), the proprietress of an acclaimed
restaurant just 100 feet away, strongly objects. War erupts
between the two establishments, until Mallory recognizes
Kadam's impressive epicurean gifts and takes him under her
wing.

25 The Best Exotic Marigold Hotel (2011)
Some British retirees (Judi Dench, Maggie Smith, Bill Nighy)
decide to outsource their retirement to exotic -- and less
expensive -- India. Lured by advertisements for the newly
restored Marigold Hotel and imagining a life of leisure in lush
surroundings, they arrive and find that the Marigold is actually a
shell of its former self. Though their new home is not quite what
they had imagined, the retirees find that life and love can begin
again when they let go of their pasts.

27 Wild (2014)
Driven to the edge by the loss of her beloved mother (Laura
Dern), the dissolution of her marriage and a headlong dive into
self-destructive behavior, Cheryl Strayed (Reese Witherspoon)
makes a decision to halt her downward spiral and put her life
back together again. With no outdoors experience, a heavy
backpack and little else to go on but her own will, Cheryl sets out
alone to hike the Pacific Crest Trail -- one of the country's
longest and toughest through-trails.

29 Paris Can Wait (2017)
Anne (Diane Lane) is at a crossroads in her life. Married to a
successful but inattentive movie producer (Alec Baldwin), she
unexpectedly finds herself taking a car trip from Cannes to Paris
with her husband's business associate (Arnaud Viard). What
should be a seven-hour drive turns into a carefree two-day
adventure replete with diversions involving picturesque sights,
fine food and wine, humor, wisdom and romance, reawakening
Anne's senses and giving her a new lust for life.

30 Crazy Rich Asians (2018)
Rachel Chu is happy to accompany her longtime boyfriend, Nick,
to his best friend's wedding in Singapore. She's also surprised to
learn that Nick's family is extremely wealthy and he's considered
one of the country's most eligible bachelors. Thrust into the
spotlight, Rachel must now contend with jealous socialites,
quirky relatives and something far, far worse -- Nick's
disapproving mother.
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